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In the wake of the #MeToo and Time’s Up movements, employers are facing increased public pressure to diversify their workforce and implement best practices to solve persistent gender inequities that limit women’s access to positions of power and influence. As one possible approach, many employers have embraced advancements in artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning technologies to introduce “objective” decision making into the hiring process. While the use of data-driven, predictive analytics hold the promise of eliminating subjective bias throughout the talent acquisition process, there is a tendency in the era of “big data” to have blind faith that these algorithms’ systems are fair and objective simply because they are based on “magical mathematical formulas.” This is a deeply misguided misconception: these algorithms are designed by inevitably flawed humans who, even with the best of intentions, may use inaccurate, biased, or incomplete data sets that can encode prejudice into the models. Often, the data is based on historical hiring data at a company, which can serve to replicate prior interpersonal, institutional bias.

For example, in 2014, Amazon started to develop an algorithmic recruiting tool to review resumes in order to automate the search for top talent. The tool was trained with data from resumes of persons hired in the past ten years at the company, who unsurprisingly, were predominately men. As a result, the algorithm preferred only male applicants and penalized graduates of all-women colleges or resumes that included phrase like, “Society for Women Scientists.” The tool was shelved after the company realized it could not be sure the algorithm would not continue to develop other discriminatory ways of sorting candidates. In another highly publicized episode, a resume screening vendor revealed its algorithm found being named “Jared” and playing high school lacrosse were the strongest predictive indicators of success. Despite this correlation in the data, those criteria are in no way causally related to job performance.

Given these examples, it’s no surprise these technologies raise legitimate concerns about the risk of replicating historical bias and violating antidiscrimination laws, such as Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA), and the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). Under federal law, plaintiffs must show either disparate treatment (smoking gun evidence of explicit, intentional discrimination) or disparate impact (statistical proof of discrimination against a certain group of applicants, such as women,
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who were disproportionately rejected). Disparate impact claims arise frequently in the context of a test or selection procedure. In 1978, the Civil Service Commission, the Department of Labor, the Department of Justice, and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission promulgated the Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures (“Uniform Guidelines”) to provide employers with a set of principles to determine whether a test or selection procedure is non-discriminatory, including the appropriate means of validation when the selection procedure adversely affects a protected group. In addition, both Title VII and the ADEA forbid discrimination in advertising.

Given the fact these laws were adopted in an era of small data, their applicability to modern predictive hiring technologies remains ambiguous and in need of reform to ensure automated platforms do not worsen employment discrimination. First, it is important to understand all of the various ways that employers are using these technologies. A recent survey over 1,000 global talent acquisition professionals found over 70 different recruiting technologies are available on the market today, and they are being deployed at every stage of the hiring process from determining who sees online job advertisements, to screening and predicting an applicant’s qualifications and “fit” for a particular role.

For example, these tools include the use of predictive technologies to optimize ad placement, for example, microtargeting advertisements to specific individuals based on social media habits or other online characteristics. In addition, vendors are offering pre-employment hiring screens, which range from basic screening questions to review of resumes with machine learning techniques to predictive assessments using online tests or “neuroscience” web games. Even at the interviewing stage, the use of AI-powered video and audio screens are replacing human contact while capturing data on facial cues, body language, and word choice. In effect, screening algorithms are the modern “gatekeepers of economic opportunity.”
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Unfortunately, there is limited transparency on the methodology used and the validation of these algorithmic tools to ensure outcomes are not discriminatory. A “black-box” algorithm can shield an employer from knowing which factors were the basis for a selection decision, which is problematic if they were protected characteristics or proxies for protected characteristics. Moreover, it is unclear under existing law how to validate these algorithmic selection procedures, especially given the possibility of an algorithm’s continual revision with machine learning. The usual defense for tests or selection procedures—job relatedness—may also ambiguous in an algorithmic context, as every variable measured during the process is theoretically “related” to the job.

Signaling possible avenues for greater transparency and accountability, there has been recent litigation success to hold actors liable for discriminatory effects of AI-powered technologies, specifically discriminatory advertisement placement. For example, earlier this year, Facebook settled a class action lawsuit for failing to prevent discrimination on the basis of race, age, and gender in employment, housing, and credit advertisement. As a part of the settlement agreement, Facebook will no longer allow advertisers to target ads based on users’ age, gender, race, categories associated with membership in protected groups, zip codes, or geographic areas less than a 15-mile radius. The company also agreed to study the potential for unintended biases in its algorithmic modeling. In addition, in 2017, the Illinois attorney general opened an age discrimination investigation into online hiring platforms using Jobr, a resume building tool with a “drop-down menu that prevented applicants from listing their college graduation year or year of a first job before 1980.”

These investigations and settlements are just the tip of the iceberg as regulators and civil rights advocates become increasingly aware of these tools and their possible discriminatory effects. More litigation is likely to come in the not too distant future. Therefore, it is important for employers to recognize that AI will not by itself guarantee fairer and more diverse employment outcomes. In order to capitalize on the available benefits of these technologies, we must better identify clear legal rules and ethical principles for their application. Only with transparent design and a clear commitment to ongoing evaluation and monitoring can these data-driven, predictive systems achieve their intended purpose: to expand opportunity for historical excluded groups.
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